
Elemental Druids

E
lemental Druids follow one of the four core

elements, and have managed to harness its

power to great effect. They have devoted

themselves to mastering their chosen

element, and begin to take over its

mannerisms in their personal lives.

Circle of Air
Air druids are ethereal, floating from one idea to the next,

often at great speed, and without much care. They have a

tendance not to believe in limits, and will often push the

extremes of what is considered possible.

Expanded Spells
At 2nd level, circle of air druids gain access to the mage hand

cantrip. In addition, they always have the following spells

prepared, without counting against their normal limits, when

they are of the approperiate level to cast them.

Air Spells
Spell Level Spell Name

3rd Gaseous Form

5th Telekenisis

7th Reverse Gravity

9th Time Stop

Light as a Feather
2nd level circle of air druids are light. They gain advantage

against traps triggered by pressure plates, and their body

weight is dropped to 10% of normal. This does not impact

carrying capacity, strength, or size. They also gain the Auran

language.

Air Form
Circle of air druids can choose wild shape forms with fly

speeds starting at 2nd level.

Eagle's Speed
Starting at 6th level, when wildshaped, a circle of air druid

can take the dash action as a bonus action.

Lightning Resistance
At 10th level, circle of air druids gain resistance to lightning

damage.

Unbound
Starting at 14th level, a circle of air druid gains a fly speed of

60ft. If they already have a fly speed, increase it by 30ft.

Circle of Earth
Unmoving and resolute, earth druids resemble the stone the

worship. Earth druids make decisions slowly, and

methodically, and are slow to change their mind. This

determination makes them excellent allies and terrible

enemies.

Expanded Spells
At 2nd level, circle of Earth druids gain access to the Blade

Ward cantrip. In addition, they always have the following

spells prepared, without counting against their normal limits,

when they are of the approperiate level to cast them.

Earth Spells
Spell Level Spell Name

3rd Meld into Stone

5th Wall of Stone

7th Earthquake

9th Imprisonment

Earthly Resonance
2nd level circle of earth druids gain tremorsense 5ft, provided

they are touching the ground. They also gain the terran

language.

Earthen Plates
Starting at 6th level, when wildshaped, a circle of earth druid

add their wisdom bonus to their AC.

Acid Resistance
At 10th level, circle of earth druids gain resistance to acid

damage.

Stone Tell
Starting at 14th level, a circle of earth druid can speak with

stone. Stone generally does not initiate a conversation, as this

is a fairly uncommon ability, and most stone assumes living

creatures cannot talk. Unworked stone is considered friendly

with a intelligence, wisdom, and charisma scores of 14.

Rough worked stone is indifferent with scores of 10, and

finely worked stone is unfriendly with scores of 6. The DM

should adjust attitudes and mental scores approperiately for

any stone based on how worked or raw it is. Gravel is

especially hostile.



Circle of Fire
Fire druids are quick and volitile. Attitudes change quickly,

and passionatley, and a close ally can become a terrible foe at

the briefest of slights. Luckily for their allies, they come

around again fairly quickly.

Expanded Spells
At 2nd level, circle of Fire druids gain access to the Fire Bolt

cantrip. In addition, they always have the following spells

prepared, without counting against their normal limits, when

they are of the approperiate level to cast them.

Fire Spells
Spell Level Spell Name

3rd Fireball

5th Flamestrike

7th Fire Storm

9th Meteor Swarm

Heat Tempered
2nd level circle of fire druids are immune to the effects of hot

temperatures. In addition, they do not take mundane fire

damage, if it would deal less than 1d6. They also gain the

ignan language.

Flaming Claws
Starting at 6th level, when wildshaped, a circle of fire deal

extra fire damage on each attack equal to their wisdom

modifier.

Fire Resistance
At 10th level, circle of fire druids gain resistance to fire

damage.

Wreathed in Flame
Starting at 14th level, a circle of fire can wreath themselves in

flame as a bonus action. This flame deals 1d6 fire damage to

any creature that begins its turn adjascent to them. While

wreathed, all spells they cast that deal fire damage deal an

additional +1 fire damage per damage die, and all attacks

they make add an additional 1d6 fire damage. This ability is

usable at will, but does cause damage to the surroundings.

Circle of Water
Fluid and adaptable, water druids are ever changing and go

with the flow. They make the best of any given situation, and

regulalrly help others get along with them.

Expanded Spells
At 2nd level, circle of water druids gain access to the Mending

cantrip. In addition, they always have the following spells

prepared, without counting against their normal limits, when

they are of the approperiate level to cast them.

Water Spells
Spell Level Spell Name

3rd Aura of Vitality

5th Greater Restoration

7th Tsunami

9th Power Word Heal

Camel Back
2nd level circle of water druids do not suffer ill effects due to

lack of water for a number of days equal to their proficiency

bonus. In addition, when they take a short rest, they can drink

an entire water skin of non-magic water, and regain hit points

equal to their wisdom modifier. They also gain the aquan

language.

Water Form
Circle of water druids can choose wild shape forms with

swim speeds starting at 2nd level.

Bonded Companion
Starting at 6th level, when wildshaped, a circle of water druid

can communicate telepathically with allies to a range of

100ft.

Cold Resistance
At 10th level, circle of water druids gain resistance to cold

damage.

Split Focus
Starting at 14th level, a circle of water druid can maintain

concentration on two spells as a bonus action.
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